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Instead of spending their junior and senior years in traditional high schools, our 120 students take all their 
coursework through Western Kentucky University with regularly-enrolled college students. The Gatton 
Academy empowers Kentucky’s exceptional young scientists and mathematicians to live and learn in an 
environment which offers advanced educational opportunities, while preparing them for leadership roles. 
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Box 1 1 
5 Year Report, 2012 






















Van Arsdall, Suzanne 
Gatton Academy of Mathematics & 





Box 1 2 Gatton Academy of Mathematics & 
Science in Kentucky (WKU) 





































Box 1 3 
Academic Scholarships 
Class of 2017 (GA 
Class of 2018 (GA) 
Infinite Possibilities 
Kentucky Academy for Mathematics & Science 
School Profile 
The Gatton Academy 
We Have Infinite Possibilities 
Gatton Academy of Mathematics & 
Science in Kentucky (WKU) 
1999-2017 Brochures 
Advertising Description Subjects 
Box 1 4 
White, Kristen. Building Character, Kentucky Living, Vol. 71, No. 7, 2017 
Gatton Academy of Mathematics & 
Science in Kentucky (WKU) 
2017 Publicity 
Publicity Description Subjects 
Box 1 5 Gatton Academy of Mathematics & 
Science in Kentucky (WKU) 













































Box 1 6 





Gatton Academy of Mathematics & 





MC8 Drawer 2 
Top Five Reasons to Green Light the Kentucky Academy of Mathematics & Science, nd 
Gatton Academy of Mathematics & 





on shelf Gatton Academy of Mathematics & 
Science in Kentucky (WKU) 
2011-2016 Infinite Possibilities: Profiles of Summer Research from the Gatton Academy 
Biology 
Geology 
Business & finance 
Psychology. 






















Joyce, Tennessee aka Tucker 
Nee, Matthew 
















































































Forster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) 
























































































on shelf Gatton Academy of Mathematics & 
Science in Kentucky (WKU) 
2016 Limitless 

































Class of 2016 (GA) 




















































































































on Shelf Gatton Academy of Mathematics & 
Science in Kentucky (WKU) 
2017 Ambitious 











































































































































































Van Hulse, Madeline 
Weaver, Mia 
Wei, Summer 
Whitaker, James 
Wilkerson, Phillip 
Wilkie, Kyla 
Williams, Jessica 
Williams, Morganne 
Witt, Gabby 
Xu, Emily 
Yates, Elizabeth 
Young, Tyler 
Zahn, Amanda 
Zhu, Brian 
Zieba, Daniela 
Zolman, Nick 
